Solar Wear Tattoo: New Technology Through the use of Different Material Behaviours
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Abstract. This study comes within the framework of a PhD course in Design, which is the continuation of a Masters Degree research in Fashion Design, searching for wardrobe technology and innovation through material behaviour. The intent of this project is to present solutions that promote a new and versatile product allowing for a different kind of aesthetic. This will be achieved through different materials with different behaviours that when put together create an innovative technology thus creating a new practice of body art, through the use of fashionable beachwear created with this technology. This technology allows the transformation of the suntan marks left by female swimwear. This will result in the creation of designs and drawings on the body, using shapes inspired by the Oriental Zodiac Signs, as well as colours drawn from the five elements of Feng Shui, which are also present in the Western Astrological Signs.

1 Introduction
Material behaviour and its potential for creating unique functions and new types of objects when combined, and its ability for transforming the suntan marks left by the usual bikini or swimsuit, has been one of the main themes and subjects of this research. This allows for new creative boundaries to emerge in body art through textile technology.

2 Body art and new practices through beachwear

2.1 Body art
Everyday people produce art on the body in a almost unconscious way, working hair, nails and makeup, because these physical interventions aren’t usually associated or even called as a from of body art, although all these actions are a part of a body transformation process, metamorphosing the projected exterior appearance, communicating a set of feelings and values as a part of mans natural social instincts and behaviours. [1]

Focusing on a specific type of body art, tattoo, especially temporary tattoo, it already exists in the form of a practice called Mehdi. [2] This practice is essentially the art of painting a body with henna (Lawsonia Inermis in Latin [3]), an Egyptian plant with a strong characteristic smell. Its leaves and flowers, after dried up, are grinded into dust, mixed with water, lemon juice and some drops of kerosene to create a paste used to make a natural skin dye. [2]

2.2 New practice through beachwear
Beachwear originally existed to allow water-sport fans to go to the beach to watch this kind of competitions. [4] Last century, in the last mid 20’s, Patou was one of the big fashion creators to conceive such outfits suitable for beach practice. These cloths were made for sportive woman. Mainly, these outfits consisted in short dresses made from different materials, with soft coats to match, which were highly in vogue at that decade.

The main public figure iconic enough to transform fashion beachwear into a body art practice/body cult was Coco Chanel. In the same decade that Patou fashion was in vogue, Chanel practiced outdoor spots often, becoming one of the first women to appear in public with a suntan. [5]

This information makes clear that, since then, suntans and beach practice became a relatively recent, new form of body art in Western fashion.

3 Harmonious beachwear through Feng Shui logic

3.1 Observation of the natural elements
Pushing the envelope of new body art forms is not easy and, in this case, it would not have been possible without applying Feng Shui logic.
Western people call it intuition; in Eastern culture that intuition is defined by guidelines based on the logic of nature, which can be acquired by observation of the natural interactions between the various natural elements.

That natural observation is the key. For that reason, Feng Shui is applied as a main theme. It is the concept that gave birth to the hole, extending its principles not only to the choice of materials, but to colour choice and combinations as well, so that it is possible for the users and observers to have a functional and harmonious beachwear experience. [4]

Figure 1. Feng Shui logic. - The observation of the natural elements interacting with materials. - Authors Photography. [4]

The harmonious aspect of Feng Shui application does not only come in form of colour, because the technology that results out of the observations of the natural elements, comes with the benefit of providing a natural tattoo freed of the black ink and dyes that artificial henna tattoos use. These artificial dyes can become dangerous to the user in case of occurrence of an allergic skin reaction, due to scarification risk. [6]

3.2 Colour in harmony

Colour is an important factor in fashion design. “At the start of each year since the dawn of the new century, Pantone has selected a Colour of the Year. This is the shade that best encapsulates the spirit of the time, and that can be expected to pop up everywhere throughout the coming months, both in fashion and in other areas of design and daily life.” [7] This is more commonly known as fashion tendencies or trends. [8]

Whatever the trend of the year is, each user has his very personal colour perception and preferences that can be defined through his psychology or physiological sensations. Heller studied relations between colour and emotion as a psychological result of cultural influence. [9] Silva clearly describes physiological reactions to colour as “colour sensations”. [10]

Around the world, colours describe emotional characteristics. Melancholy is usually associated to blue, green to envy and yellow to cowardice. Yet, for the Chinese, colour has a complete different significance and application in order to achieve and acquire harmony and balance. [11]

Conceiving healthy and harmonious beachwear as a goal and applying the Oriental theme as a hole, studies about colour and their impact to the user, will be associated and respectively distributed on the Five Feng Shui Elements.

As a result, since each element is never associated with a single colour alone, a group of gradients are needed to form a sensation of the presence of a Feng Shui element through colour. The tests made with various materials (in order to obtain the desired results of suntan manipulation) showcase the Feng Shui elements through colour.

Figure 2. Yin-Yang bracelet test with gradient color interpretation. - Authors Photography. [4]

Following these principals, a bracelet was made to test the behaviour of the materials when exposed to the sun, expecting that a natural solar tattoo could come out of these material combos. The following materials were tested: Polyamid, lycra and silicone. [4] These materials not only are eco-friendly, they have proven to be functional for body art purposes.

3.3 Environemental harmony

With the best regards for the environment, the components from which the bracelet is made of are separable; which is a good thing when talking about recycling since the recycling process becomes much easier when components can easily be separated from each other. [12]

According to Wang, fashion products made out of multi-material composite system with detachable connection prove to be balanced in matters of recycling process and durability of the components.

Figure 3. Wang pyramid with materials resistance in relation to materials recyclability.[13]
3.4 First results

After a week of sun exposure, a natural tattoo appeared on skin, [4] as a result of material behaviour between the body and the sun, perhaps, making a new body art practice possible for the user. [14]

Figure 4. Test results of the Yin-Yang bracelet after its use in sun exposure.- Authors Photography. [14]

The present investigation is also dedicated to test other material behaviours that can have the same outcome in the clasp of the beachwear. Inspired by Chinese seals, this clasp is meant to be tested in acrylic.

Figure 5. - 3D print of Chinese Seal Clasp.- Authors Photography.

For both clasp and textile to become functional, the need of an application of a layer of silicone, on the side that comes into contact with the user’s body is going to be considered and studied, in order to provide a greater adherence to the skin, allowing for a more precise tattooing of the skin by holding it in place.

It is a matter of function, and concern with the user’s comfort, thus creating a product that is ergonomic and has the wearer’s best interests in mind.

Figure 6. Silicone applications on textile and Chinese clasp.- Authors Illustration. [4]
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